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China
Type of Government: Socialist People’s Republic
President: Xi Jinping
Capital City: Beijing
Ideology: Socialist, centralist
Region: Asia-Pacific
Neighbours: Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar, India, Bhutan,
Nepal, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Mongolia, North Korea, South
Korea (by sea), Japan (by sea), Vietnam (by sea), the
Philippines (by sea).

DEMOGRAPHICS
• Population: 1.44 billion.
• Religion: 21.9% folk religions, 18.2% Buddhist, 5.1%

Christian, 1.8% Muslim, 52.2% unaffiliated.
• Age: Median age 38.4 years, life expectancy 77.13

years.
• Ethnicity: 91.51% Han Chinese, 1.3% Zhuang, 7.1%

other.
• Language: Mandarin (official), large variety of Chinese

dialects spoken. Several provinces have other official
languages.

POLITICS

Domestic politics
• Chinese government is synonymous with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), which has

controlled the country since Mao Zedong brought it to power in 1949. Xi Jinping is simultaneously
President of China and General Secretary of the CCP, among many other roles; the recent abolition
of Presidential term limits has been seen as a statement of Xi’s intention to stay in power
indefinitely.

• Despite the CCP’s efforts to centralise power in Beijing, China’s incredibly large and diverse
population increasingly necessitates divestment of power into more local bureaucratic structures.

• It is difficult to characterise the Chinese population as ‘free’ or ‘unfree’. The government has
increasingly granted its citizens economic freedoms for the sake of growth, but still maintains tight
control over speech, the media and the internet, with extensive systems of policing and
surveillance. Despite this, the government refers to its system as having many democratic virtues,
via systems existing within the CCP.



Foreign policy concerns
• Chinese foreign policy is its own distinct set of practices, difficult to compare to that of any other

country, and often tied to its regional interests. For example, China’s relationships with many of its
neighbours are defined mostly by historical conflicts and territorial disputes, and China will not
engage with any state that recognises the independence of Taiwan.

• Further afield, China maintains ties to the world’s remaining socialist administrations, and engages
with the rest of the world by projecting its economic and cultural influence.

• Russia and China are not ‘culturally close’ in the same way as, for example, the UK and US.
However, they are friendly, and at the UN, often find a common interest in prioritizing state
sovereignty.

• Ongoing disputes exist between China and other states in regions such as the South China Sea.
• Disputes over the origins and management of COVID have escalated, and heavily damaged

China’s relationships with the US and many of its allies including Australia.
• China’s Belt and Road Initiative is a key way that it has been building both its economy and its

relationships with countries across the world. While some see it as a soft power tool, there have
also been many allegations of China trapping developing countries into debt to gain power.

ECONOMY
• Since the 1980s, China has considered economic growth its most important vehicle to global

prominence, and has partially marketized its economy in order to achieve this. The results have
been profound, and the Chinese economy is now a behemoth with a central role in global trade.

• China uses its economy, not just to attract revenue, but to project influence. Of late, this has been
particularly visible in Africa, where China invests extremely heavily.

• Major export partners are the USA (17.5%), Hong Kong (10.5%) and Japan (5.5%).
• Major import partners are South Korea (10%), Japan (9.2%), the USA (8.5%), and Germany

(5.4%). 55.4% of China’s imports come from other Asian countries.
• Covid-19 led to the sharpest contraction of China’s industrial output in 30 years. Both internal sales

and exports plummeted in the early months of the year. China is now expected to experience its
slowest economic growth in 30 years.

MILITARY
● The Chinese People’s Liberation Army

contains around 2,035,000 active personnel.
It is split into five branches: the Ground
Force, the Navy, the Air Force, the Rocket
Force and the Strategic Force.

● China’s military is the largest in the world,
and is putting sustained focus into
technological development. Military service is
technically compulsory, but rarely enforced.

● China has been increasingly willing to
dedicate its troops to UN peacekeeping
operations. Its largest deployment was to
Sudan in 2015.


